Logan Mills Community Award

The Logan Mills Community Development Award is given to the Resident Assistant who has contributed the most to the community development on his or her floor, and in their building as a whole. This prestigious award was named in memory of 2011 winner, Logan Mills of the 2010-2011 University Suites staff.

At a minimum, the nomination should address the following questions:

- Why does this RA deserve the Community Development Award?
- What characteristics does this RA’s community have that others do not?
- What was the RA’s role in influencing the community?
- How has the RA contributed to the building community?
- How has the RA built community between other halls on campus?

Nominations must be a minimum of 1500 character (300 words). Click here to submit a nomination for the Logan Mills Community Award.

RA of the Year Award

Please select a Resident Assistant who has contributed the most overall to the RA position. To be eligible for this award, the RA must have served for at least 3 semesters and must have fulfilled all major job requirements up to the point of nomination. Further, he or she should showcase academic excellence by having a minimum of a semester/cumulative GPA of 2.5. The RA of the Year is the resident assistant who has embodied the true essence of an amazing RA in every sense of the word and is a consistent performer in all RA duties.

At a minimum, the nomination should address the following questions:
• Why does this RA deserve the RA of the Year Awards?
• How has this person been seen as an amazing programmer, mentor, friend, or leader throughout the year?
• How has this person gone above and beyond the call of duty as an RA?
• How does the RA perform academically? Does she/he have a minimum 2.5 GPA?

Nominations must be a minimum of 1500 character (300 words). Click here to submit a nomination for the RA of the Year Award.

UWG Spotlight Award

Please select a department or person OUTSIDE of HRL who has gone above and beyond to assist our department.

At a minimum, the nomination should address the following questions:

• Why does this department or person deserve the Spotlight Award?
• What contributions has this department or person made to which communities?

Nominations must be a minimum of 1500 character (300 words). Click here to submit a nomination for the UWG Spotlight Award.
**Student Assistant of the Year**

Please select a student staff member that is not an RA or GVA. This award includes central office assistants, ResSTAR desk assistant, logistics team members and special projects assistants. The recipient of the Student of the Year Award will be a student who is always willing to help, takes initiatives with projects and who has exhibited outstanding leadership qualities. Further, he or she should showcase academic excellence by having a minimum of a semester/cumulative GPA of 2.5.

At a minimum, the nomination should address the following:

- What is this person’s overall attitude towards their position and the department?
- How willing is this person to assist with projects within the department?
- How timely and efficient is this person with assigned projects?
- How does the SA perform academically? Does she/he have a minimum 2.5 GPA?

Nominations must be a minimum of 1500 character (300 words). Click here to submit a nomination for Student Assistant of the Year.

**Village Aid of the Year**

Please select a Greek Village Aide (GVA) who has contributed the most overall to the GVA position. The GVA of the Year is the village aide who has embodied the true essence of an amazing village aide in very sense of the word and is a consistent performer in all village aide duties. Further, he or she should showcase academic excellence by having a minimum of a semester/cumulative GPA of 2.5.

At a minimum, the nomination should address the following:

- Why does this GVA deserve the Village Aide of the Year Award?
• How has this person gone above and beyond the call of duty as a village aide?
• How has this person contributed to developing and enhancing relationships with other HRL staff members?
• How has this person participating in various departmental activities, such as RA in-service, volunteer events, departmental social, etc.?
• How does the GVA perform academically? Does she/he have a minimum 2.5 GPA?

Nominations must be a minimum of 1500 character (300 words). Click here to submit a nomination for Village Aide of the Year.